September 2020
“FINALLY,”
some
sense
of
normalcy in the skeet world. In the
words of the 5th Dimension in their
landmark song “Aquarius” the “Moon
was in the Seventh House and
Jupiter aligned with Mars”. However,
it was not the Dawning of the Age of
Aquarius, but felt like the dawning of
the 2020 skeet season. The only
problem was that it took until August
to happen. Michigan had multiple 4and 5-gun events and assorted one
day shoots for our members to get
out and enjoy. Ah, skeet shooting at
its finest here in Michigan.
Negaunee, Rockford and DSC
hosted 5-gun events, and had fair
turnouts compared to “normal” years,
and, of course, DGC hosted the State
Championships. If you were not able
to attend Michigan’s premier event it
went off well considering all the
changes and adjustments necessary
for the year of the “Covid”.
First, I want to commend the State
Shoot Committee for the hard work
and hours that they put into the event.
Trish and Kathy manned the desk,
and it was flawless. Al did what Al
always does and got everyone to the
fields for their shoot-offs, while all the
other committee members did all the
little things in an event of this size that
go mostly unnoticed. Jane and
Loraine manned the awards and Tshirts outside for the entire weekend
getting them passed out efficiently.
Finally, Brent coordinated us all and
made the event a rousing success,
while shooting well as always.
Truthfully, I have no idea how he
does it and what he is listening to
prior to shooting but, damn it works.
Now to a few highlights of the
weekend. First, we started off with
the “Big Gun Shoot-off”. What a,
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pardon the term, “blast” that was!
Sixteen individuals qualified with
“handicapped” 100’s for the shoot-off,
and it was reminiscent of a
Giambrone, Bender, Mayes shootoff, taking three boxes to decide the
Champ, DGC’s own John McGinnis.
If you have not entered the Big Gun
before make sure you give it a try
next year. In the streamlined State
Shoot the Doubles event was next on
the docket and Brent Edwards came
out on top, followed by Dean
Rossman and Edward Bowker. Now
we would usually be talking about the
Friday dinner but, without one, all we
can do is thank Pacific Sporting Arms
and John Herkowitz for coming
through as he always does for
Michigan Skeet.
On to Saturday’s events, the 20
Gauge and .410, the former bringing
out the 100’s including a 1st 100
straight by Tim Couturier, who was
shooting his first ever registered
event! State Team Captain, Gordon
Novak, captured top honors over
Brent Edwards and Dave Scott,
leaving us all to try for the “gold”

another day. The .410 saw some
good scores across all the classes,
but the top prize ended up going to
John Herkowitz besting, and he goes
by many names, Mr. Michigan Skeet,
Elwood Blues, but we all know him as
just “Al” – the
last name isn’t
necessary, as there is only one.
Coming in 3rd was our “rookie”, Tim
Couturier. As it turns out, he has done
quite a bit of “recreational” shooting,
and was urged by his buddies to take
his daughter, Carra, to some
registered shoots when the SCTP
season was cancelled. So, they
decided to come to the State Shoot
and, as a result, we will be seeing
more of them both!
With Sunday came some morning
rain. Fortunately, it only delayed us a
bit and Scotty got us back on course
for our final day. Starting with the 28
Gauge, “just Al” won besting the
other “Novak”, Gerald, and with yet
again a 1st 100, Tim Couturier. Really
now, 2 out of 3 100’s in his first
registered event! I wonder if he was
trying to tell us all, “this game ain’t so
hard” – way to go, Tim!! With the
Friendship Teams on hold for the
year we had to settle for just a 12gauge event, and it did not let us
down. Ben Gallup won the battle of
100’s over John McGinnis and Brent
Edwards. This left only determining
the HOA champ, who was Dave Scott
over Gordon Novak in a shoot-off and
John Herkowitz coming in 3rd.
As I have said before, skeet will be
and is battling. Be sure to check out
the calendar and get out there and
compete. If you have any questions
or comments it is easy to reach me at
ricktraw@gmail.com and I will get
back to you promptly.

- Rick Trawinski

